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For the purpose of combating against the COVID-19 pandemic, the Annual Geneneral 
Meeting of Shareholders of April 28th 2022 will be held at "FOODPARK BY DOWNTOWN" 
center at 15:00 p.m. with the physical presence of a limited number of its shareholders. 
Physically absent shareholders will have the opportunity to attend the Annual General 
Meeting through online voting or voting by mail.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

"Such consolidation of our forces is 
consistent with our mission - to con-
tribute to the sustainable development 
of our society"

RAFAYEL SARGSYAN
BOARD CHAIRMAN

RAFAYEL SARGSYAN 
BOARD CHAIRMAN

Dear shareholders,

This year for the first time ACBA Bank is presenting 

to the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders as a 

publicly listed company. ACBA Bank now has around 

5,200 shareholders who will participate in the forth-

coming General Meeting, thanks to the successful 

initial public offering (IPO) of ACBA Bank and ACBA 

Group's employees stock ownership plan established 

over the past year.

As we will report on April 28, during the previous 

year, the Bank and the entire economy of the Repub-

lic of Armenia were still significantly affected by the 

geopolitical instability and the coronavirus epidemic. 

In response to the challenges, the all employees of 

ACBA Bank and more broadly the ACBA Group worked 

tirelessly to harness the full financial potential of the 

Group for our customers and the economy. The goal, 

as last year, was to help them through this unusual cri-

sis, the effects of which are not yet fully measurable. 

Such consolidation of our forces is consistent with our 

mission - to contribute to the sustainable development 

of our society.

In line with this, ACBA Bank has set a record for itself 

in 2021 in terms of net banking income and profit, 

which reflects your company’s ability to grow its reve-

nues and manage its costs in an adverse environment, 

while carefully managing its risks. While the growth of 

the deposit portfolio demonstrates the reputation of 

the Bank and the high confidence in it. It is noteworthy 

that last year ACBA Bank crossed the symbolic limit of 

$ 1 billion in its assets. In 2021 we also successfully 

rebranded ACBA Bank and, as a logical continuation of 

the program of the IPO, launched a project of strategic 

importance to reform the corporate governance.

The General Meeting is the occasion when, by voting on 

the proposed decisions, you are giving your approval to 

the policy implemented and the work done through the 

year by your Board and Executive Management. 

In this meeting notice you will find the meeting atten-

dance and voting procedures, the agenda and the draft 

resolutions submitted for your approval. The notice of 

the meeting is also posted on the Bank's website.

For public health purposes, the Bank's Annual General 

Meeting of April 28, 2022 will be held in the physical 

presence of a limited number of shareholders. Share-

holders that will not attend the Annual General Meet-

ing physically will have the opportunity to attend the 

meeting and to vote by special means of communica-

tion in real time. I invite all of you to use your votes and 

vote for the proposed resolutions, with a preference for 

voting by the proposed means of communication.

On behalf of the entire Board of the Bank, I would like 

to thank you for your trust.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Dear shareholders,

2021 was a challenging year for your Bank, but it was full 
of exceptional successes. The crisis and post-crisis situa-
tion required us to act quickly to minimize losses. Despite 
this, we never stopped focusing on our mission. It guided us, 
proved the relevance of our model based on universal cus-
tomer-centric and relationship banking. As a result, last year 
ACBA Group once again demonstrated its strength, flexibility 
and ability to create value for all stakeholders.

Although the impact of the COVID-19 epidemic and the war 
on the economy continued in 2021, the main economic indi-
cators had a generally positive trend. At the same time, it is 
premature to talk about a recovery from the crisis, especially 
when the unstable geopolitical situation poses new risks.

Under such conditions, the importance of large companies 
for citizens and society becomes evident. ACBA Bank, with 
its size and unique role in the financial market, is one of the 
most important enterprises in Armenia, the significance of 
which is revealed every day to its customers, partners and 
the public. In 2021, we continued to provide our services 
to the public, helping businesses, farmers and individuals 
overcome the crisis. Moreover, everyone was important to 
us, whether it was the entrepreneur who had to face day af-
ter day with accumulated production, unable to sell it, or the 
consumer who, due to temporary liquidity problems, couldn't 
pay his loans. In all of these situations, we have been and will 
continue to be there for our customers to help them find the 
right solutions to overcome accidents over which they have 
no control.

This commitment was demonstrated by processing about 

32,000 applications for state-subsidized loans, granting 
loans totaling more than 58 billion drams, and pardoning 
about 195 million drams from problem loans. In 2021 the 
Bank donated about AMD 317 million to "Hayastan" All-Ar-
menian Servicemen Insurance Fund. But apart from num-
bers, I would like to mention the strong mobilization of our 
group, which not only ensured the continuity of our activities, 
but also created conditions to ensure the continuity of our 
customers' activities.

The ACBA Group will continue to support the economy to re-
turn to pre-crisis levels and contribute to further sustainable 
development. As you can see, neither our business model 
nor our mission has lost its significance in this crisis. In fact, 
they are more relevant than ever. They are reflected in the 
daily work of our around 1,500 employees, who serve more 
than 320,000 of our customers.

The greatest proof of the relevance of our model is that the 
satisfaction of our customers has increased. As a result, in 
2021 our deposit portfolio grew by 9.35%, exceeding the av-
erage growth rate in the market. The same can be said about 
the loan portfolio, liabilities, equity, and assets. Most impor-
tantly, this growth rate did not have a negative impact on the 
Bank's risk profile.

Evidence of the high public confidence in your Bank is the 
successful implementation of initial public offering of ACBA 
Bank shares in 2021, as a result of which all 500,000 issued 
shares with a total value of 7.5 billion AMD have been fully 
placed and the bank's shares have been listed on the Arme-
nian Stock Exchange. It should also be considered as part of 
our mission, by which we made a significant contribution to 
the development of the securities market in Armenia.

HAKOB ANDREASYAN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

"Our mission guided us and proved 
the relevance of our model based on 
universal, customer-centric and  
relationship banking"

4
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I would especially like to mention the role of synergy between 
ACBA Bank and the rest of our financial group - AMUNDI-AC-
BA ASSET MANAGEMENT and ACBA Leasing in our success. 
Our specialized companies are leaders in their respective 
markets - asset management and leasing.

But above all, we must emphasize the unwavering commit-
ment of our employees, which allowed us to be there for our 
customers during the crisis, allowing us to continue to be 
there when the situation reoccurs. It is no coincidence that 
in 2021, ACBA Federation, the largest shareholder of ACBA 
Bank, established ESOP, because of which 1,116 ACBA Group 
employees became shareholders of ACBA Bank, acquiring 

147,530 shares. The program aims to encourage employees, 
strengthen their loyalty, increase motivation, and align their 
work goals with the strategic goals of the ACBA Group.

I have no doubt in the ACBA Group's ability to overcome this 
period, to become stronger or to work every day for the bene-
fit of our customers and society.

Inspired by you…

HAKOB ANDREASYAN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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"ACBA BANK" OJSC Annual General Meeting of Shareholders
Thursday April 28th 2022
With and without the physical presence of the shareholders

WARNING
In accordance with decision No. 133-3.6 of the Board of ACBA Bank of 28/02/2022 the Annual General Meeting 
of shareholders of "ACBA BANK" OJSC will be held at "FOODPARK BY DOWNTOWN" center (located at 11, Isa-
kov avenue 0002 Yerevan, RA) at 15:00 p.m. with the physical presence of a limited number of its shareholders. 
Shareholders that will not attend the Annual General Meeting physically will have the opportunity to attend the 
meeting and to vote by special means of communication in real time.

ACBA Bank is making every effort to ensure that the shareholders fully enjoy their rights in the current situ-
ation, under the easiest and safest possible conditions. There is an opportunity to communicate and vote in 
real time.

ACBA Bank invites its shareholders to regularly consult the page dedicated to the Corporate Governance on its 
website, where you will find all the materials of the Annual General Meeting. You can go to the mentioned page 
by the following link. The Bank will also send the meeting materials to your e-mail addresses.

THE PROCEDURE FOR PHYSICAL PARTICIPATION IN THE MEETING
The shareholders who wish to be attend the meeting physically must send an admission application to attend 
the meeting to the e-mail address ir@acba.am no later than by April 25, 2022. When submitting an application, it 
is necessary to indicate the name, surname / legal name and SCN / TIN number of the shareholder in the letter.

A maximum of 100 shareholders may be physically present at the meeting in the context of the fight against the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, the shareholders who submitted the first 100 applications will have the opportu-
nity to participate in the meeting.

If you will be presented by your authorized person, it is necessary to submit a power of attorney issued in accor-
dance with the law.

If your application for physical participation in the meeting is approved or rejected, you will receive a notice.

THE PROCEDURE FOR WRITTEN QUESTIONS
Shareholders wishing to ask any questions in writing may, from the date of the meeting notice until 25 April 2022, 
send them by registered letter with return receipt requested to the Chairman of the Board of ACBA Bank at the 
address of its registered Head office, or by email to: ir@acba.am. 

The answers to such written questions will be published directly on the website of ACBA Bank, at the following 
address.

To view the Annual General Meeting live, you must use a video link through a mobile or web-based platform, the 
link to which will be sent to your email address separately. As a reminder, the meeting will begin at 3:00 p.m. on 
April 28, 2022.

https://www.acba.am/en/about-bank/about/Coorporative-Management
https://www.acba.am/en/about-bank/about/Coorporative-Management
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CONDITIONS FOR EXERCISING  
YOUR VOTING RIGHT

SPECIAL PROCEDURES FOR THE  
2022 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

In accordance with decision No. 133-3.6 of the Board of ACBA Bank of 28/02/2022 all shareholders, regardless of the number 
of shares held, who will be included in the Bank's Register of shareholders as of 17:00 of April 11, 2022 and having personal 
accounts of shares will have the right to participate in the General Meeting.

SPECIAL FORMS OF PARTICIPATION 

Shareholders have the following options to exercise their 

voting rights: 

∎ Electronically via the CDAonline mobile application 

or the website (https://online.cda.am) of the Central 

Depository of Armenia, or

∎ By voting ballot: by sending the voting ballot to the 

bank or its e-mail address.The shareholders physically 

present at the meeting also may hand over the ballot to 

the secretary of the meeting during the General Meet-

ing.

You can change your vote by voting again by April 25, 2022, 

and by submitting a new ballot if you are voting by ballot. In 

case of voting more than once, the position expressed on 

the ballot submitted at the latest will be considered final. 

Moreover, when voting by paper ballot, the time of handing 

over the ballot to the Bank or the post office will be con-

sidered voting time. Voting after April 25, 2022 will not be 

taken into account, except for the shareholders physically 

present at the meeting, who can vote during the meeting.

https://online.cda.am/auth/login
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CONDITIONS FOR EXERCISING YOUR VOTING RIGHT
VOTING BY ELECTRONIC MEANS

VOTING BY ELECTRONIC MEANS

You have the opportunity to vote at the Annual General 

Meeting electronically through the CDAonline mobile or 

web applications (https://online.cda.am website) of the 

Central Depository of Armenia.

In order to vote you need to log in to the web application 

with the following link https://online.cda.am/auth/login or 

in your mobile application and enter your "Username" and 

"Password" (if you are not a registered user yet, you must 

register at first guided by the following the user manual 

(https://cda.am/am/document?id=1487).

In order to vote, it is necessary to go to the "Active" subsection in the electronic voting section.
After going to the "Active" subsection, it is necessary to vote separately for each of submitted resolutions voting by clicking 
the vote button..

After voting on all the resolutions submitted for discussion, it is necessary to click the "Vote" button, after which only 
your vote will be considered valid.

Voting will be available through the CDAonline mobile application or on its website https://online.cda.am of the Central 
Depository of Armenia until April 25, 2022.

1

https://online.cda.am/auth/login
https://online.cda.am/auth/login
https://cda.am/am/document?id=1487
https://online.cda.am/
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CONDITIONS FOR EXERCISING YOUR VOTING RIGHT
VOTING THROUGH THE BALLOT PAPER

VOTING THROUGH THE BALLOT PAPER

ORDER OF FILLING AND PRESENTING THE VOTING BALLOT.

You have an opportunity to vote by ballot at the Annual General Meeting. To do this, you should send your completed ballot to 
ACBA Bank ir@acba.am or submit it in hard copy to the address: RA, 82-84, Yerevan.

You can find the example of the voting ballot on page 9 of this notice, and it will also be sent to your email address.

 

Please submit your completed ballot to ACBA Bank or mail no later than by 24:00 of April 25, 2022. All ballots received 
after that will not be counted.

If you have any questions or problems, you should contact ACBA Bank every business day (Mondays to Fridays) be-
tween 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.: /+374 10/ 31 88 88 (internal number 8129) or ir@acba.am.

Կարևոր․ ընտրելուց առաջ խնդրում ենք ծանոթանալ հրահանգներին / Important: Before selecting please refer to instructions 
Անկախ նրանից, թե որ տարբերակն եք ընտրում, նշեք “X” կամ “V”, լրացրեք ամսաթիվը և ստորագրեք ներքևում / Whichever option is used, 

check box(es) like this “X” or “V”, date and sign at the bottom of the form 

․

․

  ․ 

  ․ 

  ․ 

․   ․ 

․   ․ 

․   ․ 

․   ․ 

․   ․ 

․   ․ 

․   ․ 

․   ․ 

  ․ 

․    ․ 

․    ․ 





ATTENTION։
The voting ballot shall be filled 
by using 1 of proposed signs “X” 
or “V”.

Only one box shall be filled in for 
each resolution.

The voting ballot shall not be filled 
in with deletions.

The voting ballot will be consid-
ered as invalid if it is not filled 
in or filled in by violations of the 
current instructions or not signed 
or signed by a non-authorized 
person.

Step 1։

Step 2։

Step 3։
Step 4։

Download the  
ballot and fill it in.

Fill in your details

Enter the date and 
sign

(signing is not required when 
sending the ballot from your 
email address registered in 
ACBA Bank)

Send the completed 
ballot

1
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2 ACBA GROUP

2021,  
OUR MISSION IN ACTION

CONTRIBUTE TO THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF 
SOCIETY WITH UNIQUE AND INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS.

Despite the economic uncertainties, 2021 was marked by the successful implementation of very important projects for the 
Bank and "ACBA GROUP" financial group, such as the Bank's rebranding, the employee share ownership program, and the initial 
public offering of the Bank's shares. It has demonstrated the significance and strength of the Group’s mission:

ACBA Bank's end purpose is to be a trusted partner to all its customers.

Its solid position and the diversity of its expertise enable ACBA Bank to offer all its customers ongoing support 

daily and for their projects in life, by helping them to guard against uncertainties and to plan for the long term.

ACBA Bank is committed to identifying and protecting the interests of its customers in all areas. We advise them 

with transparency, loyalty and pedagogy.

We place human responsibility at the heart of our model: we are committed to helping all of 

our customers use the best technology while ensuring their access to a competent, willing team capable of pro-

viding all aspects of our customer relationship.

Proud of our cooperative roots, the seeds of which were brought from French Crédit 
Agricole bank in the mid-90s, and drawing on a governance representing our customers, we support the 

economy, entrepreneurship, and innovation in all regions of Armenia.

We serve everyone: from the most modest to the wealthiest households, from local professionals to largest com-

panies.

This is how ACBA Bank demonstrates its usefulness and availability to its customers, and the commitment of its 

1,500 employees to excellence in customer relations and operations.
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ACBA GROUP INCLUDES:

ACBA GROUP
2021, OUR MISSION IN ACTION 2

"ACBA FEDERATION" CJSC OTHER LEGAL ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS
(INCLUDING THE EMPLOYEES)

(83.68%) (4.55%) (11.77%)

"SACAM INTERNATIONAL" SAS  
(HOLDING COMPANY OF FRENCH 
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE REGIONAL BANKS)

4,602,270 250,000 647,530
shares shares shares

"ACBA BANK" OJSC

"AMUNDI-ACBA ASSET 
MANAGEMENT" CJSC

"ACBA LEASING" CO CJSC
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ACBA GROUP
2021, OUR MISSION IN ACTION2

ACBA Bank is one of the largest banks in Armenia, which 
provides universal banking services. The Bank is repre-
sented in all regions of Armenia, in all major cities and 
towns. It covers all markets - individual customers, SMEs 
and small businesses, as well as corporate banking. The 
Bank is the leading company providing banking services 
in the field of agriculture in Armenia. ACBA Bank is rec-
ognized for its stability, high quality of services, as well 
as its commitment to sustainable development and social 
responsibility.

OUR OFFERING. ACBA Bank offers a complete range of 
banking products and services to its customers, covering 
finance, savings, payments and money transfers. With 
branches nationwide (63 branches) and an online banking 
service, the Bank aims to develop a close customers rela-
tionships.

"ACBA BANK" OJSC has been founded and licensed by the Central Bank of Armenia in March 
1996 for carrying out financial operations in the Republic of Armenia in AMD and in foreign 
currency, as well as for performing financial activities.

* as of 31.12.2021

"ACBA BANK" OJSC

 533 
billion AMD

341 
billion AMD

337 
billion AMD

88 
billion AMD

FLOAT

ACBA Group  
employees

Legal entities

Other individuals 

318 511

ASSETS LOAN  
PORTFOLIO 

DEPOSIT 
PORTFOLIO 

NUMBER  
OF ACTIVE  

CUSTOMERS 
CAPITAL

KEY FIGURES*

SHAREHOLDERS

11.77%

3.94%

2.01%

5.82%

83.68%
"ACBA FEDERATION" CJSC 

4.55%
"SACAM INTERNATIONAL" SAS   
(holding company of French Crédit Agricole regional 
banks)
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ACBA GROUP
2021, OUR MISSION IN ACTION 2

AMUNDI-ACBA is a long-term leading institutional investor 
in Armenia, recognized for high quality and transparency of 
its services and stakeholder relations, its organizational ef-
ficiency and commitments to sustainable development and 
social responsibility.

OUR OFFERING.  Amundi-Acba manages 3 funds within the 
mandatory pension funds system: Balanced (AMBAL), Con-
servative (AMCON) and Fixed income (AMFIX) funds, the 
main purpose of which is to ensure the maximum return on 
assets at an acceptable level of risk by making investments 
in accordance with the RA legislation.

Amundi-Acba has been founded and licensed by the Central Bank of Armenia in November 2013 as a mandatory pension 
funds manager.

* as of 31.12.2021

"AMUNDI-ACBA ASSET MANAGEMENT" CJSC

KEY FIGURES*

SHAREHOLDERS

51%
AMUNDI ASSET  
MANAGEMENT

49%
"ACBA BANK" OJSC

249
billion AMD

364,000 54 
billion AMD

ASSETS UNDER  
MANAGEMENT

NUMBER OF  
PARTICIPANTS 

ACCUMULATED NET 
ALLOCATIONS 
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ACBA Leasing is the first leasing company in Armenia, 
which is the leader of the Armenian leasing market.  The 
company's stable leading position is conditioned by the 
high quality of the offered services, stable and mutually 
beneficial relations with the customers and suppliers, as 
well as by the efficiency of its activities.

OUR OFFERING. ACBA Leasing finances all sectors of the 
economy, is physically present in all regions of the Republic 

of Armenia, thanks to a network of branches of ACBA Bank, 
and also closely cooperates with a wide range of suppli-
ers, as a result of which it has a fairly diversified leasing 
portfolio. The company has quite successful experience in 
the field of green financing through its Green Leasing sub-
brand which is more than 35% of its leasing portfolio. ACBA 
Leasing closely cooperates with the Government of the Re-
public of Armenia, being a leading financial partner within 
the framework of the implemented state subsidy programs.

"ACBA LEASING" CO CJSC

KEY FIGURES*

56% 33,5  
billion AMD

3,698

LEASING  
MARKET

LEASING  
PORTFOLIO 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
CUSTOMERS 

100%

"ACBA LEASING" has been founded in 2003 by French Crédit Agricole banking group and "ACBA-CREDIT AGRICOLE BANK" 
CJSC. It has been licensed by the Central Bank of Armenia in the same year as a credit organization.

The 100% shareholder of ACBA Leasing is 
"ACBA BANK" OJSC.

* as of 31.12.2021

ACBA GROUP
2021, OUR MISSION IN ACTION2
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DIVIDEND POLICY 2

The dividend policy is defined by the Board of ACBA Bank. 
It may take into account, in particular, the Bank's earnings 
and financial position, as well as the dividend policy prac-
tices of leading Armenian and international companies in 
the sector. The Bank does not guarantee the payment of 

dividends during the financial year. Based on the Bank's re-
sults of the previous year, each year the Board submits a 
proposal to the General Meeting of Shareholders about the 
payment of dividends, which makes the final decision on 
the payment of dividends during the given year.

DIVIDEND POLICY

For the last five financial years, ACBA Bank distributed the following dividends, as indicated in the table below 
(presented according to the financial results of the mentioned year):

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Total distributed dividends  
(AMD)

1 bln 3.75 bln 2.7 bln 1.7 bln 2.5 bln

Net dividend per 1 share  
(AMD)*

400,000 1,500,000 1,080,000 680,000 500

Payout ratio  
(paid dividends/profit)

55% 67% 43% 24% 92%

Number of shares 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 5,000,000

Profit per 1 share  
(AMD)* 729,101 2,225,623 2,498,995 2,782,091 545

* Until 07.03.2020 the number of outstanding shares of ACBA Bank was 2,500. On May 26, 2020 by decision of the general meeting the bank's 
shares were split, as a result of which 2,500 shares were converted into 5,000,000 (five million) shares. As a result of the placement of addi-
tional shares in 2021, the number of the Bank's shares amounted to 5,500,000 (five million five hundred thousand) shares.

The bank's shares are listed on the Armenia Security exchange. For more information you can go to the following link: 
https://amx.am/en/market_data/equity.

ACBA GROUP

https://amx.am/en/market_data/equity
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ACBA GROUP
ACBA BANK'S OPERATIONS AND CONSOLIDATED RESULTS2

ACBA BANK'S OPERATIONS AND  
CONSOLIDATED RESULTS

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION*
As of 31 December 2021
(thousands of Armenian Drams)

2021 2020
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 96,447,988 66,398,135
Trading securities 433,697 319,353
Derivative financial assets 38,625 250,207
Loans and advances to banks 19,619,083 57,171,584
Investment securities 23,994,829 17,405,067
Loans to customers 341,295,078 303,018,557
Receivables from finance leases 31,233,067 25,017,394

Investments in associates 1,218,677 984,442
Property, equipment and intangible assets 21,856,866 20,144,910
Other assets 10,700,903 4,754,606
Deferred tax assets 91,722 167,436
TOTAL ASSETS 546,930,535 495,631,691
 

LIABILITIES
Derivative financial liabilities − 79,893
Deposits and balances from banks 1,070,890 45,717
Current accounts and deposits from customers 337,492,635 296,944,080
Debt securities issued 5,068,908 8,500,960
Other borrowed funds 92,331,761 101,043,374
Current income tax liabilities 1,187,740 126,703
Deferred tax liabilities 1,296,678 680,497
Other liabilities 10,494,556 6,570,526
Subordinated loans 9,794,000 11,130,839
TOTAL LIABILITIES 458,737,168 425,122,589
 

EQUITY
Share capital 55,000,000 30,000,000
Share premium 2,500,000 −
Additional paid-in capital 2,452,257 −
Revaluation reserve for property and equipment 3,479,525 2,946,536
Revaluation reserve for investment securities 3,446,766 3,572,143
Retained earnings 21,314,819 33,990,423
TOTAL EQUITY 88,193,367 70,509,102
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 546,930,535 495,631,691

* The financial statements approved by the external audit will be published on the Bank's website at following link:  
https://www.acba.am/en/reports

https://www.acba.am/en/reports
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ACBA GROUP
ANALYSIS OF ACBA BANK'S RESULTS 2

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS*
As of 31 December 2021
(thousands of Armenian Drams)

2021 2020
Interest revenue calculated using effective interest rate 43,312,133 43,414,170
Other interest revenue 3,498,291 2,675,996
Interest expense (21,294,891) (20,185,734)
NET INTEREST INCOME 25,515,533 25,904,432
Credit loss expense 232,100 (10,774,703)
Net interest income after credit loss expense 25,747,633 15,129,729
 
Fee and commission income 6,294,559 4,916,294
Fee and commission expense (2,510,554) (1,868,608)
Net gain/ loss/ on financial instruments at fair value 
through 
profit and loss 560,811 (132,117)
Net foreign exchange gain 2,051,949 2,351,308
Share of profit of associates 579,024 399,958
Other income 3,024,059 1,569,459
NON-INTEREST INCOME 9,999,848 7,236,294
 
Personnel expenses (14,567,050) (10,888,617)
Depreciation and amortisation (2,493,962) (2,314,182)
Other operating expenses (2,007,166) (1,972,523)
Other general administrative expenses (3,966,843) (3,466,759)
Reversal of other impairment and provisions (95,529) 49,975
NON-INTEREST EXPENSE (23,130,550) (18,592,106)
 
PROFIT BEFORE INCOME TAX EXPENSE 12,616,931 3,773,917
Income tax expense (2,803,449) (1,049,286)
PROFIT FOR THE YEAR 9,813,482 2,724,631

* The financial statements approved by the external audit will be published on the Bank's website at following link:  
https://www.acba.am/en/reports

https://www.acba.am/en/reports
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ACBA GROUP
ACBA BANK'S OPERATIONS AND CONSOLIDATED RESULTS2

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS*
As of 31 December 2021
(thousands of Armenian Drams)

Other comprehensive income 2021 2020

Other comprehensive income to be reclassified to profit or loss 
in subsequent periods
Net change in fair value of debt instruments at fair value through 
other comprehensive income (226,739) 258,888

Changes in allowance for expected credit losses of debt instruments 
at fair value through other comprehensive income 304,374 92,348

Income tax relating to components of other comprehensive income (13,974) (63,222)

Net other comprehensive income to be reclassified to profit or loss 
in subsequent periods 63,661 288,014

 
Other comprehensive income not to be reclassified to profit or loss 
in subsequent periods 

Revaluation of buildings and motor vehicles 660,910 −

Gains on equity instruments at fair value through other 
comprehensive income (253,375) 597,001

Income tax relating to components of other comprehensive income (73,356) (107,460)

Total other comprehensive income not to be reclassified to profit or loss 
in subsequent periods 334,179 489,541

 

Share of the other comprehensive income of associates

Not to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods 20,686 64,352

Total share of the other comprehensive income of associates 20,686 64,352

Other comprehensive income for the year, net of tax 418,526 841,907

Total comprehensive income for the year 10,232,008 3,566,538

* The financial statements approved by the external audit will be published on the Bank's website at following link:  
https://www.acba.am/en/reports

https://www.acba.am/en/reports
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ACBA GROUP
ANALYSIS OF ACBA BANK'S RESULTS 2

ANALYSIS OF  
ACBA BANK'S RESULTS

The Bank's assets increased by 10% during 2021, amount-
ing to 547 billion AMD by the end of the year. The main part 
of the Bank's assets are the loans to customers and receiv-
ables from financial leases, which makes more than 68% of 
assets as of December 31, 2021. During the year, the Bank's 
loan portfolio increased by about 45 billion AMD (or 14%), 
amounting to 373 billion AMD as of December 31, 2021. 
During the year, the currency structure of the loan portfolio 
changed, and at the end of the year, the share of loans pro-
vided in AMD in the total portfolio consisted more than 74% 
compared to 68% of the previous year.

The Bank's highly liquid assets made 25% of total assets at 
the end of 2021, which is higher than 10 percentage points 
from the level set by the Central Bank. The Bank has always 
had excess liquidity, which indicates a high level of reliabili-
ty and financial stability of the Bank.

Along with the increase of assets, the Bank's liabilities 
increased by 8% during the year, amounting to AMD 459 
billion as of December 31, 2021. The current accounts of 
the customers and the deposits have been increased by 41 
billion AMD, making 338 billion AMD at the end of 2021.

As of December 31, 2021, liabilities toward banks and fi-
nancial institutions amounted to 92 billion AMD, decreasing 
by 9 billion AMD or 9% compared to the previous year. How-
ever, it should be noted that during 2021 the Bank attracted 
about 32 billion AMD from financial organizations, 65% of 
which were in AMD.

In 2021, the Bank successfully issued and fully placed ad-
ditional 500,000 shares, attracting many new investors and 
contributing to the development of the local capital market. 
The issue of capital will provide an opportunity to ensure 
the desired growth of the loan portfolio in the coming years.

The Bank's share capital increased by 25 billion AMD, mak-
ing 55 billion AMD, 5 billion AMD of which due to the IPO. 
As a result, the total capital of the Bank at the end of 2021 
amounted to 88 billion AMD, increasing by 18 billion AMD 
or 25% compared to the previous year.

ACBA BANK'S RESULTS

∎ According to the results of 2021, the Bank's net profit 
amounted to about 10 billion AMD, providing 2% return on 
assets and more than 12% of RoE. As a result, the net profit 
per share (EPS) amounted to 1,784 AMD compared to 545 
AMD of previous year.

∎ According to the results of 2021, the net bank income 
amounted to 36 billion AMD, + 7% than last year. The Bank's 
net interest margin was 6%, which is 0.7 percentage points 
lower than for the previous year, mainly due to lower profit-
ability of the loan portfolio.

∎ The increase in non-interest expenses by 4.5 billion 
AMD compared to 2020 was mainly conditioned by the im-
plementation of large projects, in particular, the Bank's re-
branding and ESOP. It worth mentioning that the cost of the 
ESOP program, which amounted to about 2.5 billion AMD, 
did not reduce the Bank's capital, as the same amount of 
"additional paid-in capital" was registered in the Bank's cap-
ital. This expense was incurred by ACBA Federation, the 
Bank's largest shareholder, but it was reflected in the Bank's 
income statement as a personnel expense in accordance 
with International Accounting Standards.

∎ In 2021, the Bank's profit on credit losses due to eco-
nomic recovery amounted to 232 million AMD compared to 
the previous year's 11 billion AMD.
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GOVERNANCE

COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD

OVERVIEW OF THE BOARD

BRUNO CHARRIER

TSOGHIK ASOYAN

HENRIK KOCHINYAN

ARMEN MKRTCHYAN

ARAYIK ABASYAN

HRACH SARGSYAN

RAFAYEL SARGSYAN

Board members, of which7
members representing agricultural  
cooperative regional unions of RA

independent member 

member appointed by  
"ACBA FEDERATION" CJSC

5
1

1
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2021 was a historic year for ACBA Bank. Despite the geopo-

litical instability and the unfavorable conditions created by 

the health crisis, the Bank was able to exceed the average 

market performance by a number of key figures, while man-

aging its risks carefully, as well as the Bank implemented a 

number of projects of historical significance for the Bank. 

All this became possible as a result of the daily dedicated 

work of all the employees of the ACBA Group and coordi-

nated cooperation of the Board and the Executive Body.

Although the year 2020 recorded relatively good economic 

conditions compared to the previous year, the health crisis, 

the post-war situation, and geopolitical instability contin-

ued to have a negative impact. Despite this, in 2021 ACBA 

Bank registered record figures in some key areas (net bank-

ing income, profit, etc.) and was able to exceed the average 

performance in the market by some indicators (growth of 

assets, capital, deposit-loan portfolios, net profit, etc.). 

In 2021, ACBA Bank carried out an IPO. It is a matter of 

pride that this bold initiative of the Bank, which is extremely 

important for the development of the Armenian financial 

market, was crowned with success. The bank was able to 

fully place the issued 500 thousand shares with a total val-

ue of 7.5 billion drams. On February 1, 2021 the shares of 

ACBA Bank was listed on the Armenian Stock Exchange.

In 2021, with the support of ACBA Bank's largest sharehold-

er, ACBA Federation, the ACBA Group Employee Ownership 

Plan was established, resulting in 1,116 the ACBA Group 

employees becoming ACBA Bank shareholders by acquir-

ing 147,530 shares of ACBA Bank stock. The program aims 

to encourage employees, strengthen their loyalty, increase 

motivation and align their work goals with the strategic 

goals of the ACBA Group.

2021 was also marked by the commitment of the Board to 

improve the corporate governance of the Bank. The Board 

based its position on the fact that good governance can 

create competitive advantages for the Bank, such as great-

er access to external financing, lower capital and higher val-

ue of the Bank, improved operational performance, lower 

risks and improved relations of the all stakeholder. Within 

the framework of this program, the Bank's corporate gover-

nance code has already been developed, which is based on 

a set of principles that emphasize the value of good corpo-

rate governance for long-term sustainable success. By ap-

plying these principles, the Board intends to demonstrate, 

through its entire reporting system, how its leadership con-

tributes to the Bank's long-term sustainable success and 

broader goals.

In 2021, the Board held 11 plenary meeting, 10 of which 

were held remotely or by electronic means of communica-

tion.

GOVERNANCE
OUR RESPONSIBLE AND COMMITTED GOVERNANCE 3

OUR RESPONSIBLE AND COMMITTED GOVERNANCE

BOARD ACTIVITIES IN 2021

The Board has overall responsibility for the Bank, looking after the legitimate interests of all the Bank's major beneficiaries - 

depositors, shareholders, customers, employees, creditors, suppliers, Bank supervisor, and the local community.
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BOARD COMPOSITION ORIGIN AGE
1st TERM OF OFFICE/

TERM OF OFFICE 
ENDS

ATTENDANCE AREAS OF 
EXPERTISE

RAFAYEL SARGSYAN
Board Chairman

39 20221/2025 100%

BRUNO CHARRIER

Independent  
Board member

71 2019/2022 100%

HENRIK KOCHINYAN
Board member

73 2010/2022 100%

TSOGHIK ASOYAN
Board member

63 2006/2022 100%

ARAYIK ABASYAN
Board member

62 2019/2022 100%

ARMEN MKRTCHYAN
Board member

54 2020/2023 100%

HRACH SARGSYAN
Board member

47 2020/2023 100%

KEY INDICATORS 
AVERAGE 58 100%

1 Chairman since 2022  

 

 

 

Presentation of the Board

LEGEND FOR THE ABOVE TABLE

Representing ACBA Federation

Independent Board member

Representing ACBA Federation

Member of Agricultural Cooperative Regional Unions of RA 

Bank, Finance

Corporate Social Responsibility

Management of major organisations

Agriculture

Laws and Regulations

GOVERNANCE
BOARD ACTIVITIES IN 20213
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Indicative grid concerning the desired balance of individual expertise required for the Board’s collective 
expertise

> 50%21 Between 30% 
and 50%2 10% to 30%2

Knowledge of the Bank's activities and the associated risks √

Knowledge of each of the Bank's key activities √

Sectoral knowledge of certain activities √

	  Retail banking √

	  SME & Corporate business √

	  Asset management and investment activities √

Knowledge of financial accounting √

Knowledge in the fields of risk management,  
compliance and internal audit √

Knowledge in the fields of IT and security √

Knowledge of local, regional or global economic environments √

Knowledge of laws and regulations √

Experience in leadership √

Experience in strategic planning √

Knowledge in the field of Corporate Social Responsibility √

2 Permanent percentage of Board members required to have good or very good knowledge of the fields mentioned.

GOVERNANCE
BOARD ACTIVITIES IN 2021 3

The criteria for knowledge and experience used in this grid will be included in the individual evaluation questionnaire for 
members of the Board each year.

This annual procedure aims the Board or relevant Board Committee to ensure that the required expertise is always repre-
sented within the Board in the defined proportions. It is also an opportunity for the Board or relevant Board Committee to 
assess, based on the responses of the Board members, whether or not it is useful to change the indicative grid in terms of 
expertise and/or the proportion of this expertise within the Board.
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Lecturer at National Polytechnic University of Armenia

Born 7 May 1948
Armenian nationality 

Date first appointed:
May 2010 

Represented by  
ACBA Federation

HENRIK
KOCHINYAN

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 

Henrik Kochinyan is a graduate of the Faculty of Mechanics and Mechanical Engineering of Yere-
van Polytechnic Institute. 

He has held many key positions in the public administration system of the Republic of Armenia, 
in large organizations, in higher education institutions.

From 1971 to 1974 he worked in the Design and Technological Bureau of the Ministry of Auto-
mobile Transport of the Armenian SSR as a designer, senior designer and senior engineer. After 
that, he worked at Yerevan Polytechnic Institute until 1995 as an assistant, associate professor, 
deputy dean, and dean of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering. From 1990 to 1995 he was the 
Head of the Department of Automobiles. From 1990 to 1998 he was the Minister of Transport and 
Communication of Armenia.

From 1998 to 2006 he was the Governor of Lori, from 2008 to 2010 he held the post of the Head 
then Deputy Head of the Department of the Tax Inspection of the State Revenue Committee under 
the Government of the Republic of Armenia. From 2010 to 2013 he was the general director of the 
"Roads Directorate" SNCO of the RA Ministry of Transport and Communication.

MAIN POSITIONS

Roles outside the ACBA Group:
∎ Lecturer at National Polytechnic University of Armenia

Henrik Kochinyan's reappointment as a member of the Board is submitted for approval to the General Meeting.

GOVERNANCE
APPOINTMENT OF CANDIDATES AS BOARD MEMBERS PROPOSED TO THE GENERAL MEETING3

APPOINTMENT OF CANDIDATES AS BOARD MEMBERS 
PROPOSED TO THE GENERAL MEETING
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Independent Board member at ACBA Bank

Born 27 January 1951
French nationality 

Date first appointed:
July 2019 

BRUNO
CHARRIER

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Charrier studied in the National Institute of Applied Sciences in Lyon, obtaining a degree in 
IT Engineering and in the French Institute of Management (Lyon, France) obtaining a Master of 
Business Administration (MBA) degree.

Since 1974 he had worked in various companies of Credit Agricole Group. From 2000 to 2002 
he held the position of Director of Credit Agricole CEDICAM (Cards and Payments), from 2003 
to 2006 he was the Deputy General Manager of Credit Agricole Center-East, 2007-2013 he was 
the Deputy General Manager of the Greek Emporiki Bank. From 2013 to 2016 Mr. Charrier was 
the Chairman of the Executive Board of Credit Agricole Serbia and the Chairman of the Executive 
Board of Credit Agricole Leasing Serbia.

MAIN POSITIONS

Roles within the ACBA Group:
∎ Independent Board member at ACBA Bank

Bruno Charrier's reappointment as an indipendent member of the Board is submitted for approval to the General Meeting.

GOVERNANCE
APPOINTMENT OF CANDIDATES AS BOARD MEMBERS PROPOSED TO THE GENERAL MEETING 3
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Member of the Audit Committee of the European Organisation for  
Nuclear Research (CERN)

Born 4 September 1956
Austrian nationality

KLAUS 
GRESSENBAUER

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Gressenbauer studied at the International Management Institute (Geneva, Switzerland) where 
he received his MBA and at the University of Vienna (Austria) where he received his PhD in Polit-
ical Sciences.

From 1984 to 1997 Mr. Gressenbauer held various key positions in the Austrian CREDITANSTALT 
bank. From 1997-1998 he held the post of Head of Controlling and Organization  at the European 
Monetary Institute. From 1998 to 2004 he was the Director of the Planning and Controlling Direc-
torate of the European Central Bank. From 2005 to 2018 Mr. Gressenbauer was the Director of 
Internal Audit of the European Central Bank and the Chairman of the Internal Auditors Committee 
of the European Systems of Central Banks and the Single Supervisory Mechanism. 

MAIN POSITIONS

Roles outside the ACBA Group:
∎ Member of the Audit Committee of the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN)
∎ Member of the European Governance Oversight Committee of Apex Group Ltd.
∎ Lecturer at the International Anti-Corruption Academy (IACA)

The appointment of Klaus Gressenbauer as an independent Board member is proposed to the General Meeting.

GOVERNANCE
APPOINTMENT OF CANDIDATES AS BOARD MEMBERS PROPOSED TO THE GENERAL MEETING3
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Born 5 February 1974
Armenian and Canadian 
nationality

ASHOT
KARAPETYAN

 Senior Specialist, Risk Management, Strategy and Products,  
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Karapetyan graduated from the Yerevan State University where he received a degree in Eco-
nomics, then from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign where he received degree of 
a Master of Science (MSc) in Economics. Ashot Karapetyan holds the credentials of Certified 
Financial Analyst (CFA) and Financial Risk Manager (FRM).

In years 1995-2002 and 2004-2007 Mr. Karapetyan worked in the Central Bank of the Republic of 
Armenia, holding various positions. First an economist in the Macroeconomic Analysis Division 
of the Monetary Policy Department, then the Head of the Balance of Payments Policy at the 
Monetary Policy Department, then the Head of the Summary Report for Financial Institutions, and 
finally the Head of the Policy Development Division of the Methodology Department.

Ashot Karapetyan has resided in Canada since 2008 and has worked for the Canadian Mortgage 
& Housing Corporation first as a market analyst/economist, later as Senior Analyst, Securitization 
Policy, Capital Markets, then Senior Specialist, Risk Management, Strategy and Products.

MAIN POSITIONS

Roles outside the ACBA Group:
∎ Senior Specialist, Risk Management, Strategy and Products, Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation

The appointment of Ashot Karapetyan as an independent Board member is proposed to the General Meeting.

GOVERNANCE
APPOINTMENT OF CANDIDATES AS BOARD MEMBERS PROPOSED TO THE GENERAL MEETING 3
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VARDAN
URUTYAN

Rector at Armenian National Agrarian University (ANAU)

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Vardan Urutyan studied in the Yerevan State Institute of Economics, Faculty of General Eco-
nomics, with specialization in "World Economy". In 2002 he received degree of Candidate of Eco-
nomic Sciences and in 2007 the title of decenter. In 2003, he completed a postgraduate program 
in Agribusiness Finance and Risk Management at the University of Guelph, Canada. In 2008, he 
completed a special course in Leadership and Education Management at A&M University in Tex-
as, and in 2011 he completed the Executive Management Program in Maastricht School of Man-
agement. Mr. Urutyan received 4 professional certificates from the World Bank Institute.

Since September 2000, he has been working as a Lecturer-Researcher at International Center for 
Agribusiness Research and Education (ICARE) established by the Agrarian University, US Depart-
ment of Agriculture, A&M University, Texas.
In 2005 he was appointed Deputy Director of the Center, and from September 2008 to August 
2018 - Director of the International Center for Agribusiness Research and Education (ICARE) and 
Head of the Department of Agribusiness at Armenian National Agrarian University (ANAU).
Since February 2010 he has been an adjunct professor in the Department of Agricultural Econom-
ics, Texas A&M University, Texas, USA. In December 2018, Mr. Urutyan was elected Rector of the 
National Agrarian University of Armenia.

MAIN POSITIONS

Roles outside the ACBA Group:
∎ Rector at Armenian National Agrarian University (ANAU)

The appointment of Vardan Urutyan as a Board member to replace Tsoghik Asoyan, whose term has reached to an end, is 
proposed to the General Meeting.

Born 1 November 1977
Armenian nationality

Presented by 
ACBA Federation

GOVERNANCE
APPOINTMENT OF CANDIDATES AS BOARD MEMBERS PROPOSED TO THE GENERAL MEETING3
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Born 26 October 1978
Armenian nationality 

Presented by 
ACBA Federation

ARAM
BABAYAN

Team leader of "Private Sector Development and Vocational Education and Training in 
South Caucasus” Programme at Deutsche Gesellschaft für  

Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Babayan studied in the Agricultural Academy of Armenia, receiving bachelor's and master's 
degrees. Then he studied in the University of Triesdorf in Germany, obtaining a Master of Busi-
ness Administration (MBA) degree in Agriculture.

From 2005 to 2009 Mr. Babayan worked at the State Agrarian University of Armenia, as account-
ing and audit lecturer.

Since 2009 he has been working for the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Agency (GIZ), 
holding the positions of expert, program coordinator, deputy manager and team leader in various 
programs.

MAIN POSITIONS

Roles outside the ACBA Group:
∎ Programme team leader at Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)

The appointment of Aram Babayan as a Board member to replace Arayik Abasyan, whose term has reached to an end, is 
proposed to the General Meeting.

Born 25 April 1983
Armenian nationality

Presented by
ACBA Federation

HARUTYUN 
PAKHCHANYAN Executive Director at "ARMBERRY"

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Pakhchanyan had studied in the Yerevan State Institute of Economics and then in Cardiff Uni-
versity in Wales (UWIC, UK) obtaining Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree.

From 2008 to 2009 Mr. Pakhchanyan worked as a manager in Adidas Armenia, from 2009 to 
2010 as a warehousing specialist at VivaCell-MTS, from 2011 to 2012 in Pizza Express Company 
(London, UK) as assistant manager, from 2012 to 2014 he worked in the Gondola Group (London, 
UK) as a financial supervisor.

Since 2015 Mr. Pakhchanyan is the Executive Director of "ARMBERRY" company.

MAIN POSITIONS

Roles outside the ACBA Group:
∎ Executive Director at "ARMBERRY"

The appointment of Harutyun Pakhchanyan as a new Board member is proposed to the General Meeting.

GOVERNANCE
APPOINTMENT OF CANDIDATES AS BOARD MEMBERS PROPOSED TO THE GENERAL MEETING 3
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AGENDA OF THE GENERAL MEETING

02
03
04
05
06
07

01
2ND ITEM

1ST ITEM

3RD ITEM

4TH ITEM

5TH ITEM

6TH ITEM

7TH ITEM

PRESENTATION OF THE BOARD’S ANNUAL REPORT OF  
2021 ACTIVITY

APPROVAL OF THE 2021 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS APPROVED BY 
THE EXTERNAL AUDIT

APPROVAL OF THE BANK’S EXTERNAL AUDITOR

DISTRIBUTION OF THE ANNUAL PROFIT OF 2021

REVIEWING THE BOARD’S COMPOSITION

REVIEWING THE BANK’S BOARD REGULATION AND GENERAL MEETING 
PREPARATION AND REALIZATION ORDER

PRESENTATION OF THE PLANS AND ACTIVITIES FOR 2022 OF THE 
BANK’S BOARD AND EXECUTIVE BODY
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PRESENTATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS

02

01

2ND ITEM

1ST ITEM

Presentation of the annual report of the Board on the work done in 2021

EXPLANATION:
The first question will include the Board's annual report on its work in 2021. The requirement to present 
the report is stipulated by the Bank's Corporate Governance Code.

RESOLUTION N 1

To approve and to take into consideration the Board's annual report on the work done in 2021.

Approval of the 2021 financial statements approved by the external audit

EXPLANATION:
As part of the second item, the Bank's consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2021, 
approved by the Bank's external auditor ("ERNST & YOUNG" CJSC), will be presented to shareholders 
for approval.

RESOLUTION N 2

To approve the Bank’s consolidated financial statements of 2021 approved by the external audit, 
which includes consolidated statements of financial position, of comprehensive income, of chang-
es in equity and of cash flows, as well as notes to the consolidated financial statements, including 
summary of accounting policies.

EXPLANATION:
The Board did not determine the winner of the tender for the Bank's 2022, 2023, and 2024 External Au-
dit Company, suggesting that a new tender for the External Audit Company be held and that the winner 
be presented at the Extraordinary Meeting of Shareholders for approval.

RESOLUTION N 3

At the suggestion of the Board to hold a new tender for the selection of an independent auditing 
company, the winner of which shall be submitted for approval to the Extraordinary Meeting of Share-
holders.

033RD ITEM

Approval of the Bank’s external auditor
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PRESENTATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS5

EXPLANATION:
As part of the 4th item, the distribution of profits based on the Bank's 2021 performance will be sub-
mitted to the shareholders for approval.

As of December 31, 2021 the profit was 9,813,482,000 (nine billion eight hundred and thirteen million 
four hundred and eighty-two thousand) AMD. The shareholders are proposed to pay a dividend of 
3,300,000,000 (three billion three hundred million) Armenian drams for each 1 share –600 (six hun-
dred) AMD.

Dividends of resident shareholders are not taxed, while for non-residents a 5% withholding profit/
income tax is imposed. If approved, dividends will be paid by June 1, 2022.

At the same time, considering the fact that the share capital of the Bank has been increased as a result 
of IPO in 2021, the Board proposes to add 750,000,000 (seven hundred fifty million) AMD from share 
premium to the Reserve Fund of the Bank (General Reserve), making it 8,250,000,000 (eight billion two 
hundred and fifty million) AMD which will be in compliance with the minimum amount required by the 
legislation.

RESOLUTION N 4.1

Based on decision No. 135-3 of the meeting of the Board of ACBA BANK OJSC dated 12/04/2022 
and taking into account the financial results of the Bank for the year 2021 to pay 3,300,000,000 
(three billion three hundred million) AMD as annual dividends, i.e. 600 (six hundred) AMD for each 
share from the net profit generated by the Bank's activity in 2021.

To pay out the annual dividends not later than by 01/06/2022, by money, lump sum or partial trans-
fer.

To pay out the dividends to the eligible shareholders which were included in the Bank’s shareholder 
registry as of the day when the list of shareholders eligible to participate in the Bank’s shareholders 
Annual General Meeting was made (i.e. 17:00 of 11/04/2022) proportionally to their shares in the 
"ACBA BANK" OJSC’s share capital.

 
RESOLUTION N 4.2

In connection with the increase of the Bank's share capital, to transfer 750,000,000 (seven hundred 
fifty million) AMD from the share premium to the Reserve Fund of the Bank (General Reserve), mak-
ing it 8,250,000,000 (eight billion two hundred fifty million) AMD.

044TH ITEM

Distribution of the annual profit of 2021
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PRESENTATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS 5

055TH ITEM

Reviewing the Board’s composition

EXPLANATION։
In the 5th resolution, it is proposed to define the composition of the Bank's Board of 10 persons and to 
appoint the following candidates as new Board members:

∎ KLAUS GRESSENBAUER –Dr. Klaus GRESSENBAUER held various key positions in the Austrian CRED-
ITANSTALT bank and was Head of Controlling and Organization of the European Monetary Institute. 
Then, Dr. Gressenbauer worked at the European Central Bank for many years holding the positions of 
Director of Planning and Controlling first, and then of Director  Internal Audit and Chairman of the Internal 
Auditors Committee of the European System of Central Banks and the Single Supervisory Mechanism.  
The appointment of Klaus Gressenbauer as an independent Board member is proposed to the 
General Meeting.

∎ ASHOT KARAPETYAN - Mr. Ashot Karapetyan worked in the Central Bank of the Republic of Ar-
menia  in 1995-2002 and 2004-2007 years, holding various positions. Ashot Karapetyan has resided 
in Canada since 2008 and has worked for the Canadian Mortgage & Housing Corporation first as a 
market analyst/economist, after as Senior Analyst, Securitization Policy, Capital Markets, then Senior 
Specialist, Risk Management, Strategy and Products. The appointment of Ashot Karapetyan as an 
independent Board member is proposed to the General Meeting.

∎ VARDAN URUTYAN - Mr. Vardan URUTYAN worked for many years in International Center for Agri-
business Research and Education Foundation (ICARE) Founded by Texas A&M University and held 
different positions, firstly as Lecturer-Researcher, after as Deputy Director and Director of the Center. 
Dince December 2018, Mr. Urutyan is the Rector of the National Agrarian University of Armenia.
The appointment of Vardan Urutyan as a Board member to replace Tsoghik Asoyan, whose term has 
reached to an end, is proposed to the General Meeting.

∎ ARAM BABAYAN  – Mr. Aram BABAYAN has worked in the State Agrarian University of Armenia, 
as accounting and audit lecturer in 2005-2009. Since 2009 he has been working for the Deutsche Ge-
sellschaft für Internationale Agency (GIZ) holding the positions of expert, program coordinator, dep-
uty manager and team leader in various programs. Currently Mr. Babayan hold the position of team 
leader of " Private Sector Development and Vocational Education and Training in South Caucasus” 
Programme at Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ).
The appointment of Aram Babayan as a Board member to replace Arayik Abasyan, whose term has 
reached to an end, is proposed to the General Meeting

∎ HARUTYUAN PAKHCHANYAN – Mr. Harutyun Pakhchanyan worked in Pizza Express Company 
(London, UK) as assistant manager, from 2012 to 2014 he worked in the Gondola Group (London, UK) 
as a financial supervisor. Since 2015 Mr. Pakhchanyan has been the Executive Director of "ARMBER-
RY" company. The appointment of Harutyun Pakhchanyan as a new Board member is proposed to the 
General Meeting.

At the same time, it is proposed to reappoint the following members in the Board of the Bank

∎ HENRIK KOCHINYAN – held many key positions in the public administration system of the Re-
public of Armenia, in large organizations, in education institutions. In 1990-1998 he was the Minister 
of Transport and Communication of Armenia, in 1998-2006 Mr. Kochinyan was the governor of Lori 
region, in 2008-2010 he was the head of the tax inspection of the State Revenue Committee under the 
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055TH ITEM

Reviewing the Board’s composition

Government of the Republic of Armenia, deputy head of the department, from 2010 to 2013 he was 
the general director of the "Roads Directorate" SNCO of the RA Ministry of Transport and Communica-
tion. Mr. Kochinyan has been a Board member of ACBA Bank since May 2010.
The reappointment of Henrik Kochinyan as a Board member is proposed to the General Meeting.

∎  BRUNO CHARRIER – Since 1974 Mr. Bruno CHARRIER worked in various companies of Credit 
Agricole Group. In 2000-2002 he held the position of Director of Credit Agricole CEDICAM (Cards and 
Payments), from 2003 to 2006 he was the Deputy General Manager of Credit Agricole Center-East, 
2007-2013 he was the Deputy General Manager of the Greek Emporiki Bank, from 2013 to 2016 Mr. 
Charrier was the Chairman of the Executive Board of Credit Agricole Serbia and the Chairman of the 
Executive Board of Credit Agricole Leasing Serbia.
Mr. Charrier has been an independent Board member of ACBA Bank since June 2019.
The reappointment of Bruno Charrier as an independent Board member is proposed to the General 
Meeting.

As a result of the approval of proposed decisions, the Board of the Bank will be consisted of 10 mem-
bers, 3 of which will be independent members.

RESOLUTION N 5.1
To reappoint Henrik Kochinyan and Bruno Charrier as members of the Bank's Board.

RESOLUTION N 5.2
To appoint Klaus Gressenbauer as a new independent member of the Bank's Board.

RESOLUTION N 5.3
To appoint Ashot Karapetyan as a new independent member of the Bank's Board.

RESOLUTION N 5.4
To appoint Harutyun Pakhchanyan as a new member of the Bank's Board.

RESOLUTION N 5.5
To appoint Vardan Urutyan as a new member of the Bank's Board and to terminate the powers of 
Board member Tsoghik Asoyan.

RESOLUTION N 5.6
To appoint Aram Babayan as a new member of the Bank's Board and to terminate the powers of 
Board member Arayik Abasyan.

PRESENTATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS5
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RESOLUTION N 5.7
To approve the following composition of the Bank's Board consisting of the following 10 members, 
3 of which are independent members.

 1) Rafayel Sargsyan – Board Chairman
 2) Bruno Charrier – Independent Board member
 3) Klaus Gressenbauer – Independent Board member
 4) Ashot Karapetyan – Independent Board member
 5) Henrik Kochinyan – Board member
 6) Harutyun Pakhchanyan – Board member
 7) Vardan Urutyan – Board member
 8) Aram Babayan – Board member
 9) Armen Mkrtchyan – Board member
 10) Hrach Sargsyan – Board member

RESOLUTION N 5.8
To submit new Board members Klaus Gressenbauer, Ashot Karapetyan, Vardan Urutyan, Aram Ba-
bayan, and Harutyun Pakhchanyan for registration in the Central Bank of Armenia, and Board mem-
bers Tsoghik Asoyan and Arayik Abasyan for deregistration.

055TH ITEM

Reviewing the Board’s composition

PRESENTATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS 5
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066TH ITEM

Reviewing the Bank’s Board regulation and General Meeting preparation and 
realization order

EXPLANATION:
As part of question 6, approval of 2 internal legal acts in a new version is submitted for shareholders' 
approval.
The purpose of the amendments to the acts is to bring their content in line with the Bank's Charter and 
the Corporate Governance Code.
Drafts of the 11th edition of General Meeting preparation and realization order and Board regulation 
are posted on the Bank's website at the following link.
 

RESOLUTION N 6.1

To appove the 11th edition of General Meeting preparation and realization order.

RESOLUTION N 6.2

To appove the 11th edition of the Board regulation.

EXPLANATION:
Item 7 will include presentations to shareholders by the Bank's Board and the Executive Body on the 
2022 goals, which are not subject to a vote.  
The presentations will be presented at the General Meeting.

NO VOTING

077TH ITEM

Presentation of the plans and activities for 2022 of the Bank’s Board and 
Executive body.

PRESENTATION OF DRAFT RESOLUTIONS5

https://www.acba.am/en/about-bank/about/Coorporative-Management
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PRESENTED INFORMATIONS AND  
MATERIALS

The following materials are provided to the participants of the Annual General Meeting of shareholders of April 
28, 2022:

1st ITEM  
 Presentation of the Board’s annual report of 2021 activity is presented in this notice  page 20-23

2nd ITEM
 The summary 2021 financial statements approved by the external audit are presented in this notice page16-19
 The financial statements approved by the external audit will be published in the Bank's website at following link:  

 https://www.acba.am/en/reports

3rd ITEM 
 The proposal of the Board is presented in this notice  page 31

4th ITEM 
 Distribution of the annual profit of 2021 is presented in this notice  page 32

5th ITEM 
 The suggested Board’s composition is presented in this notice  pages 24-29

6th ITEM 
 The drafts of the Bank’s Board regulation and General Meeting preparation and realization order are presented  
 in this notice  page 36

7th ITEM  
 Presentation of the plans and activities for 2022 of the Bank’s Board and Executive body will be presented   
 during the General meeting page 36

https://www.acba.am/en/reports
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